Contributions of digital transformation for sustainable supply chains

Scope

Supply chain environments have become increasingly more dynamic and unpredictable during the last decade. The predominant global supply chain model is characterized by an increasing dependency of partners spread around the globe, leading to: (1) higher risks of shortage, especially in times of crises; and (2) greater environmental (e.g. CO2 emissions) and social (e.g. living wages in supply chains) impacts. Practitioners and researchers have spent a lot of energy developing strategies to reduce costs and increase efficiency, oftentimes neglecting their impact on resilience and sustainability. The COVID 19 pandemic has exposed these fragilities, and has led companies to rethink their practices. Therefore, manufacturing companies in Europe are more conscious and oriented towards resilience whereas enabling and accelerating the transition to the age of sustainable wellbeing. In this context manufacturing companies are, besides their concern about environmental aspects, also dealing with an essentially social dimension focused on the wellbeing of workers, the need for social inclusion, and the adoption of technologies to complement human capabilities whenever possible.

The growing development and application of novel digital technologies have the potential to greatly change the way supply chains will be managed during the next years, and a positive impact on sustainability-related issues, including circularity, is anticipated. This special session welcomes studies (empirical and theoretical) that advance research on the development of sustainable supply chains, particularly addressing the adoption of digital technologies by companies (e.g. autonomous vehicles, additive manufacturing, distributed ledger, artificial intelligence, digital twins). Real application and demonstration cases are also welcome.
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